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Technology Related Fall Planning
Supporting Students and Teaching and Learning

• Calendar and Schedule Modifications for Classes
• Classroom technology to support hybrid classes (Face to Face and Remote)
• Working with CELT to create Canvas templates
• Preparing a ‘Return to Campus’ Web Survey and Checklist
• Logistics (scanning systems) to quickly and efficiently record which students have picked up cloth face coverings.
• Facilitating access to (remote) computing resources
Technology Related Fall Planning
Supporting Health

• Enhancing Outdoor Wireless to promote Social Distancing
• Data management support for Contact Tracing
  • Evaluating tools/Opportunities to Partner
• Employing Service Now to Manage and Address Questions and Requests Related to COVID-19
  • Creating dashboards to help us understand areas of concern
• VDL – ITS Security Team partnership to prepare for testing
Ongoing ITS Activities

• Workday
  • Continuing to leverage WD to support COVID response
  • Work locations, Worktags for related expenditures

• Intercepting and blocking cyber attacks

• Improving Efficiencies
  • Storage (Box)
  • Licensing
Questions